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Context

Based on the Orienteering problem [Tsiligirides, 1984].



Definitions

Given a city P with m POIs, each one having a category Catp.
The popularity of p, Popp is given by the ammount of visits to p.
For a user u, the travel history is given by
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Definitions
Average POI Visit duration

For all users U , the average visit duration for a POI p is given by:

V̄ (p) =
1

np

∑
u∈U

∑
px∈Su

(tdpx − t
a
px)δ(px = p), (2)

where np is the total number of visits of p.



Definitions
Time-based User Interest

For every user u, the personal interest in the category c is given by:

IntT ime
u (c) =

∑
px∈Su

(tdpx − t
a
px)

V̄ (px)
δ(Catpx = c) (3)



Definitions
Personalized POI Visit Duration

Based on the user preferences in Catp.

T V isit
u (p) = IntT ime

u (Catp)× V̄ (p) (4)



Definitions

For every travel sequence, the function to maximize is

N−1∑
i=2

N∑
j=2

xi,j (ηInt(Cati) + (1− η)Pop(i)), (5)

where xi,j = 1 if i and j are visited in sequence, 0 otherwise.



Definitions
Constrains

N∑
j=2

x1,j =

N−1∑
i=1

xi,N = 1 (6)

N−1∑
i=1

xi,k =
N∑
j=2

xk,j ≤ 1 ∀k = 2, ..., N − 1 (7)

N−1∑
i=2

N∑
j=2

Cost(i, j)xi,j ≤ B (8)

2 ≤ pi ≤ N ∀i = 2, ..., N (9)

pi − pj + 1 ≤ (N − 1)(1− xi,j) ∀i, j = 2, ..., N (10)



Framework
Data

POI obtained from Wikipedia with coordinates and categories.
Photos obtained from Yahoo! Flickr Creative Commons 100M
dataset (YFCC100M), with timestamp and coordinates.

City # Photos # Users # POI Visits # Seq
Toronto 157k 1395 39k 6k
Osaka 392k 450 7k 1k
Glasgow 29k 601 11k 2k
Edimburgh 82k 1454 34k 5k



Framework

1 Determine POI visits. Distance from each photo to the POI
less than 200m

2 Construct travel history. An individual sequence doesn’t have
visits separated by more than 8 hours.

3 Recommend Tours. Use different values for η and Intu.



Experiments

Evaluate how the interest function and weight of user interest
affects the recommendations.

η = 0.

IntT ime
u and η = 0.5.

IntFreq
u and η = 0.5.

IntT ime
u and η = 1.

IntFreq
u and η = 1.



Experiments
Baseline

Greedy Nearest (GNear): Select at random from 3 nearest
unvisited POIs.

Greedy Most Popular (GPop): Select at random from 3 most
popular unvisited POIs.

Random (Rand): Select at random from all unvisited POIs.



Results
Time-based vs Freq-based



Personalized vs Non-personalized



Personalized vs Non-personalized



Comparison vs Baselines



Conclusions

Time based outperforms frequency based interests. It
represents better real life scenarios.

This method gives personalized visit durations based on
personal interests.
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